Discover Shimosuwa

Enjoy the atmosphere walking around the ancient seat of shrines of Suwa-taisha!

The post-town of Shimosuwa flourished in the Edo period as the only hot spring on the Nakasendo highway between Edo and Kyoto, welcoming merchants, travelers, and visitors to the shrines of Suwa-taisha.

Shimosuwa has beautiful scenery, historic streetscapes, tasty foods, hot springs, workshops and rich monozukuri (craftsmanship) heritage. leisurely exploring the shrines and surrounding area makes for a perfect day's stroll.

Shimosuwa Tourism Association
Phone 0266-26-2102

Tourist Information Center
0266-26-2231 (closed on Wed.)

Website: shimosuwa-keitou.jp
Facebook: shimosuwa

Circuit Cycling by: Rental Bicycle

99 minutes by bicycle / 10km (total time: 60 mins.)

The post-town of Shimosuwa /flourished in the Edo period as the only hot spring on the Nakasendo highway between Edo and Kyoto, welcoming merchants, travelers, and visitors to the shrines of Suwa-taisha.

Shimosuwa was the largest musicbox-producing center in the world. Relax here amidst the pleasant harmonies and its many enjoyable public bathhouses are
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